Bank of Canada to End Reinvestment & the Next Move
Could be +50bps
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•

The BoC will fully end reinvestment in April

•

BoC’s balance sheet to rapidly shrink…
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•

...but remain twice as large as before the pandemic even by 2025
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•

Markets shrugged it off in an unflattering indictment of the GBPP’s usefulness

•

Macklem is open to 50bps moves…

•

...and may have implied such a move is coming in April
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The Bank of Canada embraced a ‘cold turkey’ approach on reinvestment activities in a
curious but nevertheless excusable violation of its ‘gradual’ mantra. Governor Macklem’s
comments after his speech (here) also left the door open to future 50bps moves at
individual meetings and something he said could be interpreted to support doing so as
soon as at the next meeting on April 13th.
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THE BOC WILL ABRUPTLY END REINVESTMENT
Keys are the following lines in his speech:
"When we initiate QT, we will stop purchasing Government of Canada bonds.

GoC Bonds

From that point forward, maturing government bonds will not be replaced when
they roll off the balance sheet."
"We do not intend to actively sell bonds."
The BoC therefore somewhat emulated the RBNZ’s approach to suddenly halt
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*Immediate roll-off of GoC bond holdings
beginning in Apr. 2022.
Sources: Scotiabank Economics, Bank of Canada.

reinvestment, but did not embrace what the RBNZ guided by way of managed sales.
LIMITED DETAILS
Governor Macklem went on to guide during the press conference that while he did not want
to give all of the details behind their plans, “We'll consider whether for technical reasons
we'll still have primary purchases but there will be no secondary market purchases.”
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Bank of Canada Bond Maturities
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IMPLEMENTATION IS LIKELY TO OCCUR AT THE APRIL MEETING
The Governor did not explicitly commit to when QT would be implemented, but I would
expect them to implement it at the April meeting. That would be consistent with a)
guidance they would wait until "at least" the first hike, and b) the approach they took
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when Macklem gave a speech on ending net purchases last September and then doing so
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at the October MPR meeting.
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Macklem did, however, spell out that “QT is a logical next step to raising our policy rate”
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which may have intimated preference for doing so at the April meeting. He explained that
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“This follows our deliberate strategy of saying what we will do and then implementing it.”
THE BALANCE SHEET PATH FROM HERE
As shown in chart 1, their chosen path, if implemented in April, would take the GoC bond

Sources: Scotiabank Economics, Bank of Canada.

portfolio from about C$430B now down to $360B by year-end, C$261B by the end of
2023, C$207.5B by the end of 2024, and C$165B by the end of 2025. This is determined
using the maturity profile of the BoC’s GoC bond holdings.
Because the portfolio stood at about C$80B before the pandemic under non-QE normal
monetary policy conditions, these projections indicate that the BoC’s balance sheet will
remain twice as large as pre-pandemic levels even by the end of 2025 and even with their
choice to pursue full roll-off, unless something skids off the rails by then.
Visit our website at scotiabank.com/economics | Follow us on Twitter at @ScotiaEconomics | Contact us by
email at scotia.economics@scotiabank.com
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MARKETS SHOOK IT OFF
Chart 3

There was no material announcement effect whatsoever on Canadian yields that largely just
followed US yields since the 11:30amET speech and through the press conference. That reinforces

BoC Distribution of Bond Holdings

the point ending QE in Canada doesn't really matter (through that lens at least). That's a pretty
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totals. The fact that the schedule is well known to market participants should not make this
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2 shows the monthly amounts over the duration of just this year and chart 3 shows the annual
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The flows in and out of Canada’s government bond market are going to be rather erratic going
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FLOWS WILL BE ERRATIC, BUT TRANSPARENT
forward in light of the volatile and lumpy maturity schedule of the BoC’s GoC bond holdings. Chart
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says the policy rate will remain the primary policy tool to tighten conditions going forward.
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equivalence effect to ending reinvestment and ending the GBPP program which is why the BoC

Billions

damning indictment of the BoC's purchase program imo. Still, it indicates there is little to no rate

Sources: Scotiabank Economics, Bank of Canada
.

The ‘cold turkey’ approach has a lot of merit in my view and was my preference as previously argued, but it kind of plays to the impression

this central bank is behaving rather erratically. Everything we hear from them is about acting in measured and gradual fashion which might
have suggested they would have instead gradually reduced reinvestment flows rather than ending them abruptly when they get to the point
of pulling the trigger on such plans. They did not end net purchases abruptly versus taking a full year to do so over the October 2020 to
October 2021 period.
So why did the central bank indicate that the Quantitative Tightening (QT) phase of the purchase program would end so abruptly? On that,
the Governor had nothing to offer. Zip. We can only speculate that there may have been a few possible reasons.

•

As I’ve long argued, the BoC's GBPP program wasn't doing much frankly. It made the lives of trading desks more complicated and the
actions had to be competently managed, but the effects on yields were minor.

•

Recall the BoC's own research (here) said the announcement effect of the GBPP was only a mere -10bps independent of all else (like
what the big boys and gals of central banking were doing, demand for havens, the initial growth shock of the pandemic etc). The flow
effect (in that same paper) was judged to be "modest and transitory" with the effects disappearing within 4 days of each action.

•

Further, as the BoC tapered net purchases starting in October 2020 to ending them in

Chart 4

October 2021 and subsequently, the Canada curve's spreads to the US were largely
unaffected (chart 4). Despite the Fed buying by the truckload over this period, markets in a
relative sense appeared not to care less about the BoC winding down its purchases.

•

Bonds Didn't Much Care About
Ending the BoC's GBPP
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Still, we’re left with an incomplete explanation from the BoC on why it ended reinvestment
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so abruptly. Was it because they are sending another signalling effect on being ‘spooked’
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about inflation? Do they themselves realize that the purchase program was well past its due
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date and needlessly absorbing management and desk time? Or are they doing this to ensure
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greater future flexibility to ramp up purchases again if needed without unduly worrying
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about their share of the bond market that had already become rather high at ~44%? Maybe
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they’ll explain at a later date but for now we’re left with thin gruel by way of any explanations
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and on that the BoC has room to improve around communications. I mean, you shut down
your GBPP program and didn’t even say why? C’mon.
BOC IS OPEN TO LARGER HIKES—PERHAPS AS SOON AS APRIL

Sources: Scotiabank Economics, Bloomberg.

When asked during the press conference whether a 50bps move was possible at some point, Macklem said "How quickly or how slowly we
do that will depend on the evolution of the economy and inflation. I'm not going to rule out a 50bps move in the future." He therefore left
the door open to this option.
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Macklem went on to say in the press conference “How quickly or slowly we move on a rising path will be data dependent. Inflation is well
above our target. There are upside risks. We are starting well above our target so we are more concerned about those upside risks. If we feel
we need to be more forceful then we will do that. I'm not going to rule out a 50bps move in future if we feel we need to do so.”
In my opinion, the Governor slightly intimated that a 50bps move in April was a possibility and did so by emphasizing acting in a data
dependent fashion that involves starting with high inflation and the view that inflation will be getting even higher near-term than previously
expected.
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
Chart 5

Inflation's Demand Side

with no real role played by demand. That’s just not credible in my view. We know that retail
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now shifting into excess aggregate demand. Macklem's inflation guidance remains absurd in my 120
opinion. Of course the damaged supply chains have played a significant role in driving inflation, 100
but there’s nothing to be credibly gained in saying that demand has played no role. Silly me, I

they may have been forgivable (but much less so later on). Ever.
Tangential questions during the presser included the following:
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Governor Macklem again stressed that inflation to date has been a supply-side phenomenon
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Q1. “Won’t you kill the economy by raising rates?”
A1. “We think the economy can handle higher interest rates and we need to raise interest rates to manage inflation.”
Q2. “Does the BoC have any involvement in sanctions against the Russian CB? Crypto?”
A2. “The BoC does not have business with the Central Bank of Russia or Russian banks. The central bank has an operational account with us
and we informed them last week we would not be performing services on that account. The sanctions do look like they are having a
profound effect. They are the decisions of government.”
Q3. “How bad would the war's effect have to get for you to pause policy tightening given your concerns about inflation?”
A3. “The Canadian economy is strong. Q1 is going to be stronger than we expected. Omicron is fading. Restrictions are easing. We do see
solid momentum in the economy. Our direct trade ties with Russia and Ukraine are both very limited. This is a major new source of
uncertainty as seen in commodity prices, financial markets, potential effects on confidence. We will need to factor those in as we take
decisions. We will consider what is needed to bring inflation back to our target.”
Q4. “How do you balance the commodity price spike's influences on GDP, inflation etc?”
A4. “Carefully. If oil stays where it is that would add a percentage point to inflation. Wheat and other grain prices add to that. These are
volatile prices. It's pretty clear though that our near-term inflation outlook is now higher. It will have an impact on the purchasing power of
Canadians. But we are big exporters of these goods. This is a positive terms of trade shock to Canada. This will bring more income into the
Canadian economy. We need to see where these prices go from here. We're only in the second week of this invasion. There will also be
effects on confidence, market volatility. We'll have to weigh off all of those factors.”
Q5. “What would be the worst case scenario if you did not starting raising rates now?”
A5. “We've learned from history that the economy would not work well when inflation expectations become unmoored. Given supply drivers
of inflation, if we can manage inflation expectations then when those supply drivers cool then we should be able to bring inflation back to
target with rate hikes.”
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